
GPIT April 9 Minutes 

Attendees: Jessica W., Grace C., Dan H., Corny R., Brynn S., Nick S., Aricia L., Lesley B. 

Notetaker: Jessica W. 

 

Chair’s Report: 

Jessica is stepping down as faculty chair at the end of the semester. If anyone is interested in nominating 

or self-nominating, please email Jessica, Lesley, & Corny. 

ASCCC Guided Pathways Memo shared through the website. 

Last meeting’s minutes approved. 

The discussion of year-long scheduling has taken hold. 

 

Withdrawal Survey: 

Nick shared 3 discussion threads regarding the development of a pop up exit survey in banner.   

Changing the banner baseline is arduous. Options outlined, and Nick highlighted option #2 which 

involves a link on the drop page allowing students to opt into survey participation. 

Highlighted option to have both a “front end nudge” and a back end information gathering. 

A quick survey would enable a broader reach and deeper understanding of our particular students, 

rather than rely upon data gathered at other institutions. 

There is interest at all 3 colleges for an activity like this. Would like to see us move forward.   

Key questions: 

What is the status of this conversation (email dialogue going back to 2017) 

What can we do in Starfish? 

What can we do better to avoid the drops? 

Can we work on refining the questions to keep the survey brief to maximize the chance of participation? 

Is phone banking follow-up useful?  CSU Fullerton uses phone banks to follow up 

Suggestion: Nick meet with Liz and Zav to discuss; GPIT sees the benefit of doing this. Could the VP’s 

share the status of this. 

 

 

 



VfS Alignment:  (see posted document) 

VfS Alignment recommendations from AIQ reviewed (see attached document); these recommendations 

incorporate the most recently received data from the Chancellor’s Office 

ISS Goals Document needs some clarification to ensure readers understand the difference between the 

ISS, the aspirational goal, and the BC institution’s VfS goal. 

Note to Change ISS to 79 for aspirational 

 

BC Scale of Adoption Assessment: (see posted document) 

Scale of Adoption Self-Assessment: Route to all committees by September 30th 

Not a certified document, available on the webpage for review 

 

Equity Plan: 2 documents posted 

Summary & Draft 

The summary document gives some information about the equity plan background, how it came about, 

etc. 

Will develop compliance document over the summer to meet deadline. Lesley walked us through the 

equity plan xl document. 

This is going to first read to Senate this week and CC electronically, then May 1st and May 3rd to CC for 

upload to board docs for the June Board meeting. 

 

Regional Coordinator Needs 

BC hosted the GP regional coordinator and discussed how the regional coordinator may support BC and 

other schools moving forward. 

One point of discussion involved BC’s hosting college visits to discuss guided pathways. The suggestion 

was made to identify 1-2 dates each semester to host college visits. Then, when colleges reach out, they 

can be told the available dates and plan accordingly. This plan will help to cut down on the substantial 

amount of work needed to coordinate college visits. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 


